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Abstract 

Based on the fact that the use of koɭ to express strict local reflexivity is obligatory in non-dative 

experiencer constructions while it is ruled out in dative experiencer constructions, where the strict local 

reflexivity is expressed using reduplicated taan with an emphatic clitic, this paper argues that the 

argument structure of the verb is what determines the permissibility of koɭ in these constructions. 

After demonstrating what appears to be a complementarity in the means of expressing strict local 

reflexivity between dative experiencer constructions and non-dative experiencer construction, this paper 

delves into the context of psych verbs where the nominative-’dative subject’
1
 variation is only one of the 

possible bases for a classification along with its morphological make-up, whether it denotes a subject 

experiencer or an object experiencer, whether it expresses a stative or an eventive aspect. 

It is shown that only a distinction based on the argument structure of the verb can make the right 

generalization about the feasibility of koɭ in psych verb constructions. 

Keywords: binding, local reflexivity, anaphor, psych verb, argument structure, aspectual properties, 

dative experiencer, koɭ. 

 

1. Introduction 

In this paper I will show that dative experiencer constructions and non-dative experiencer 

constructions use complementary methods to express strict local reflexivity in Tamil (and other 

major Dravidian languages such as Kannada and Telugu that use this morpheme). That is, the 

morpheme koɭ is necessary to express strict local reflexivity in non-dative experiencer 

constructions whereas it is not allowed in dative experiencer constructions. In dative experiencer 

                                                           
1
 For the purposes of the discussion, I maintain the term ‘dative subject’ without exploring in detail its syntactic 

composition 
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constructions, reduplication of taan is sufficient to express strict local reflexivity. I will argue 

that the above mentioned complementarity makes the case for a connection between koɭ and the 

argument structure of the contentful verb (as in Lidz 1996).  

In Section 2, I will demonstrate the clear complementarity with respect to strict local reflexivity 

in non-dative experiencer constructions and dative experiencer constructions. In Section 3, I will 

explore different potential bases to dictate the use of koɭ or its prohibition such as the 

morphological composition of the psych verb, the subject or object orientation of the psych verb, 

the aspectual flavor of the predicate and the argument structure of the contentful verb, ending 

with an argument in favor of the last. Section 4 concludes with the argument that the use of koɭ is 

closely linked with the argument structure of the contentful verb, specifically, whether it takes a 

nominative subject or a ’dative subject’.  

I will describe the local reflexivity patterns in Tamil in the following section.  

2  Local Reflexivity in Dative Experiencer Constructions and non-Dative 

Experiencer Constructions 

2.1  Strict Local Reflexivity in Tamil 

Strict local reflexivity in Tamil is accomplished using one of the two methods listed in (1). 

(1)  i. Using koɭ
2
 

       ii. Using taan reduplication-emphatic and koɭ 

                                                           
2
 Although the use of the morpheme koɭ has also been observed in the contexts of unaccusativity and benefaction 

(Amritavalli 1984, Lidz 1996, Hariprasad 1998, Sundaresan 2012), this paper focuses exclusively on the use of koɭ 

in the context of local reflexivity and leaves for another time an analysis of the use of koɭ in the non-reflexive conte 
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Consider (2) and (3) which show that strict local reflexivity can only be expressed in the 

presence of koɭ in the context of a verb such as kiɭ meaning ‘pinch’.  

(2) Raman tann - e kiɭ - i- ko - nɖ - aan 

      Raman self - ACC pinch - ASP - koɭ - TNS - 3. SG . M 

      ’Ramani pinched selfi.’ 

(3) *Raman tann - e kiɭ - i- n - aan 

        Raman self - ACC pinch - ASP - TNS - 3. SG . M 

        ’Ramani pinched selfi.’(Intended) 

Reduplication of taan in (4) is in fact ungrammatical and does not ’save’ (3) from the necessity 

of using koɭ. Use of koɭ as in (5) makes the sentence grammatical and expresses strict local 

reflexivity.  

(4) *Raman tann - e taan - ee kiɭ - i-n - aan 

        Raman self - ACC self - EMPH pinch - ASP - TNS - 3. SG . M 

       ’Ramani pinched selfi.’(Intended) 

(5)  Raman tann-e taan-ee kiɭ -i -ko - nɖ -aan 

       Raman self - ACC self - EMPH pinch - ASP - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.M  

       ’Ramani pinched selfi.’  
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2.2 An Interesting Deviation  

Psych verbs present an interesting anomaly to the pattern observed above. They don’t seem to 

pattern the same way in their use of koɭ. Certain psych verbs allow the use of koɭ in local 

reflexivity contexts while some don’t as seen by the grammaticality of (6) and the 

ungrammaticality of (7).  

(6) Ramantann-e veru-ttu -ko - nɖ -aan  

      Raman self - ACC hate - ASP - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.M  

      ’Ramani hated selfi.’ 

(7) Raman-ukku tann-e piɖi-ttu -ko -nɖ - aan 

       Raman-DAT self -ACC like-ASP-koɭ-TNS- 3.SG.M  

       ’Ramani liked selfi.’(Intended)  

It is the objective of this paper to develop a pattern in the apparent anomaly by exploring the 

different possible bases for classifying psych verbs.  

2.3 Psych Verbs  

Psych verbs have often been analysed in literature as a unique class due to their thematic 

structure. Typically, a psych verb is analysed as subcategorising for two arguments. They are 

claimed to theta mark for an EXPERIENCER role and a THEME role. Psych verbs in general 

indicate a psychological state or process. Many studies have sought to describe and ex- plain the 

semantic and syntactic contributions and functions of these verbs (Belletti and Rizzi 1988, 

Grimshaw 1990, Pesetsky 1995).  
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Structurally, psych verbs have been classified on the basis of whether the EXPERIENCER is 

SUBJECT ORIENTED or OBJECT ORIENTED. SUBJECT ORIENTED psych verbs are 

uncontroversially analysed as stative verbs whereas there is no consensus in the analysis of 

OBJECT ORIENTED psych verbs with various competing analyses of their aspectual 

contribution. While Belletti and Rizzi (1988) proposes to treat psych verbs as unaccusatives, 

Pesetsky (1995) assumes that psych verbs have a causative interpretation.  

Before going into a descriptive analysis of the compatibility of koɭ with psych verbs, it is 

important to understand the morphological make-up of psych verbs and their syntactic 

properties. A majority of the psych verbs in Tamil is derived through the process of verbalization 

of nominals. Verbalization of nominals is a highly productive word formation operation in 

Tamil. One of a limited number of verbal affixes attaches to a nominal to form a compound verb. 

The nominal element of the compound verb is not case marked and it may be the semantic object 

of the verbal affix.  

Morphologically speaking, psych verbs in Tamil can be classified into two broad classes that I 

will label for the sake of convenience as either (8a) or (8b).  

(8) a. Root verbs 

      b. Compound verbs  

What I label root verb type psych verbs are similar to the psych verbs in English where the verb 

is non-compositional. The compound verb type psych verbs are verbalized nominals.  

Root verb type psych verbs in Tamil can be transitive (see (9)) or intransitive (see (10)).  
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(9) Raman Ramesh - e madi - tt - aan  

      Raman Ramesh - ACC esteem - TNS - 3.SG.M  

      ’Raman esteemed Ramesh.’  

(10) Raman varundi - n - aan  

        Ramanmourn -TNS-3.SG.M  

        ’Raman mourned.’  

Some take a nominative subject (see (11)) while some take what appears to be a ’dative subject’ 

(see (12)).  

(11) Raman Sita - ve virumbi - n - aan  

        Raman Sita - ACC love - TNS - 3.SG.M  

        ’Raman loved Sita.’ 

(12) Raman - ukku Sita - ve piɖikkum  

        Raman - DAT Sita - ACC like  

        ’Raman likes Sita.’  

A few more examples of root verb psych verbs are given in Table 1.  
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Tamil  English  

veru  despise  

kuzhappu  confuse  

virumbu  like  

kaadali  love  

taangu  tolerate  

    Table 1: Root verb psych verbs  

As mentioned above, majority of the psych verbs in Tamil are of the form of a compound verb 

that has the morphological composition NOUN-VERB(-VERB). Just like root verb psych verbs, 

this class also consists of both transitive verbs (see (13)) and intransitive verbs (see (14)). 

(13)  Raman Ramesh - e koova - ppaɖu - tti - naan  

         Raman Ramesh - ACC anger - fall - TNS - 3.SG.M  

         ’Raman angered Ramesh.’ 

(14)  Raman adisaya - ppa - ʈ - aan  

          Raman surprise - fall - TNS - 3.SG.M  

          ’Raman was surprised.’  

Like root verb psych verbs, some members of the compound verb class can take ’dative 

subjects’. (see (15)).  
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(15) Raman - ukku aattiram - va - nd - adu  

        Raman - DAT rage - come - TNS - 3.SG.N  

        ’Raman was enraged.’  

A few more examples of this type of psych verbs are given in Table 2.  

Tamil  English  

sittiravadai sei  torture  

ericcal muuʈu  irritate  

sangaɖa paɖuttu  sadden  

aarudal aɭi  comfort  

poraamai koɭ get jealous  

tirupti aakku  satisfy  

    Table 2: Compound verb psych verbs  

There are different bases on which to potentially classify psych verbs. These are listed in (16).  

(16) 1. Morphological structure 

        2. Subject or Object Experiencer  

        3. Aspectual character of the predicate (i.e. stative vs. eventive)  

        4. Argument Structure  
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In the following section, I examine each possibility and show that the data argues for the use of 

argument structure as a basis for defining the context of use of koɭ to indicate strict local 

reflexivity.  

3  Compatibility of koɭ with Psych Verbs  

3.1  On the basis of morphological structure 

3.1.1  Root Verb Psych Verbs 

Some psych verbs of the root verb type allow the use of koɭ to express local reflexivity (see (17)) 

while some don’t (see (18)). 

(17)  Raman tann -e veru-ttu -ko -nɖ -aan  

         Raman SELF - ACC hate - ASP - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.M  

         ’Raman hates himself.’  

(18)  *Raman tann -e kaadal-ittu -ko -nɖ - aan 

           Raman SELF-ACC love -ASP- koɭ -TNS - 3.SG.M  

            ’Raman loves himself.’  

In the case of kaadal (meaning ‘love’), use of koɭ to express local reflexivity is not allowed (see 

(17)) whereas in the case of veru (meaning ‘hate’), use of koɭ is preferred in expressing local 

reflexivity (see (18)). 

Given in Table 3 is a collection of psych verbs of the root verb type along with their 

compatibility with koɭ.  
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Tamil  English  Compatibility with koɭ  

kuzhappu  confuse  allowed  

madi  value  allowed  

nambu  trust  allowed  

neesi  love  not allowed  

kaadali  love  not allowed  

   Table 3: Compatibility of koɭ with root verb psych verbs  

At first glance, two sub-types of psych verbs can be identified as disallowing the use of koɭ to 

express local reflexivity are given in (19).  

(19) a. Intransitive verbs such as varundu (meaning ‘regret’), taɖumaaru (meaning   

 ‘hesitate’) and taangu (meaning ‘tolerate’). (an obvious requirement for reflexivity)  

        b. Verbs that require the experiencer and theme to have different references as in  kaadali 

(meaning ‘love’) or kenju (meaning ‘implore’)  

This sheds light on two requirements for koɭ to appear in contexts of local reflexivity (see (20)). 

(20) a. The verb should subcategorise for two arguments. (an obvious requirement for co-

 argument binding)  

         b. The semantic properties of the verb should allow for the experiencer and theme to 

 have the same reference.  
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3.1.2  Compound Psych Verbs  

In the previous section, I showed that the transitivity and semantics of the verb affect the 

permissibility of koɭ to express local reflexivity in the case of root verb psych verbs in Tamil. In 

this section, I will consider psych verbs of the second type, the compound verbs.  

In the case of compound verbs, as opposed to root verbs, the verb has at least two components, a 

NOUN and a VERB. Most of these verbal components also stand alone as root verbs, although 

not as psych verbs. Here, it is important to consider the role played by each constituent when it 

comes to determining the permissibility of koɭ to express local reflexivity. (21) lists the broad 

groups classified based on the verbal affix:  

(21)  

i. sei meaning ’do’ or ’make’  

ii. uruttu meaning ’embody’  

iii. muuʈu meaning ’kindle’  

iv. paɖu meaning ’effect’  

v. paɖuttu meaning ’cause’ 

vi. eerppaɖuttu meaning ’cause’ 

  vii.  unɖaakku meaning ’cause’  

  viii.  aɭi meaning ’bestow’  

    ix.  vei meaning’put’  

     x.  koɭ meaning ’hold’ or ’accept’  
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    xi.  vaa meaning ’come’  

    xii.  koɖu meaning’give’  

   xiii.  aɖai meaning ’achieve’ or ’obtain’  

    xiv.  iru meaning ’be’  

The first question to tackle is whether the transitivity or intransitivity of the verbal component in 

the compound verb determines the transitivity or intransitivity of the psych verb and thus affects 

the permissibility of koɭ.  

Consider paɖu (literally meaning ‘fall’) which is in its own right, an intransitive verb. However, 

when used as a verbal component in a compound verb, the resulting compound verb may or may 

not be transitive.  

(22)  Raman Krishnan - meele sandega - ppaʈ - aan  

         Raman Krishnan - on doubt - fall.TNS - 3.SG.M  

         ’Raman doubted Krishnan.’ 

(23)  Raman baya - ppaʈ - aan  

         Raman fear - fall.TNS - 3.SG.M  

        ’Raman got scared.’  

In the context of compound verb type of psych verbs, the transitivity or intransitivity of the 

compound verb psych verb does not derive directly from the transitivity or intransitivity of the 

verbal component. Thus, the permissibility of koɭ cannot also be directly derived from the verbal 
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component alone. In other words, the argument structure of the psych verb is independent of the 

argument structure of the verbal component in the compound verb.  

Now it is necessary to test the contribution of the nominal part of the compound verb to the 

psych verb’s transitivity or intransitivity. Consider the following set of psych verbs, all derived 

from the same noun using different verbal suffixes. This should provide an interesting paradigm 

to study. Table 4 illustrates this paradigm with the noun koovam (meaning ‘anger’). 

Tamil  English  Transitivity  

koovam muuʈu  to anger  transitive  

koova paɖuttu  to anger  transitive  

koovam koɭ  to be angry  intransitive  

koova ppaɖu  to be angry  intransitive  

koovam aɖai  to be angry  intransitive  

   Table 4: Different verbal suffixes with the same nominal  

Here, despite sharing the same nominal morpheme koovam, the compound verbs derived from it 

consist of both transitive and intransitive verbs. Now let us examine the permissibility of koɭ to 

express local reflexivity with the verbs in this paradigm as detailed in (24)-(33). 

(24)  *Raman tann - e koovam muuʈ - in - aan  

           Raman self - ACC anger CAUSE - TNS - 3.SG.M  

           ’Ramani angered selfi.’(Intended)  
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(25)  Raman tann - e koovam muuʈi - ko - nɖ - aan 

          Raman SELF - ACC anger cause - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.M  

          ’Ramani angered selfi.’  

(26)  *Raman tann - e koova - ppaɖu - tti - naan  

            Raman self - ACC anger - fall - TNS - 3.SG.M 

           ’Ramani angered selfi.’(Intended)  

(27)  Raman   tann.-e   koova-ppaɖutt-i -ko -nɖ - aan  

         Raman   SELF-ACC anger -fall -ASP-koɭ-TNS - 3.SG.M 

         ’Ramani angered selfi.’ 

(28)  *Ramantann-e   koovam-ko -nɖ -aan  

           Raman self - ACC  anger - take - TNS - 3.SG.M  

          ’Ramani angered selfi.’(Intended)  

(29)  *Ramantann -e         koovam-ko -nɖu -ko -nɖ - aan 

            Raman SELF-ACC anger -take-ASP-koɭ-TNS- 3.SG.M 

            ’ Ramani angered selfi.’(Intended)  

(30)  *Ramantann -e   koova-ppa-ʈ -aan  

           Raman SELF - ACC  anger - fall - TNS - 3.SG.M  

           ’ Ramani angered selfi.’ (Intended) 
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(31)  *Raman      tann - e  koova - ppaʈ - u - ko- nɖ - aan  

            Raman self-ACC anger - fall - asp - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.M 

            ’ Ramani angered selfi.’ (Intended)  

(32)  *Raman tann - e  koovam - aɖaindaan  

           Raman self - ACC  anger - obtain.3.SG.M  

           ’ Ramani angered selfi.’ (Intended)  

(33) *Raman tann-e   koovam-aɖai -ndu-ko - nɖ -aan 

          Raman self - ACC  anger - obtain - asp - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.M  

          ’ Ramani angered selfi.’ (Intended)  

As in the case of root verb psych verbs, koɭ is necessary to ex- press local reflexivity in transitive 

verbs and is not allowed intransitive verbs (since they don’t allow co-argument binding), 

irrespective of the individual contribution of the components.  

This indicates that if transitivity is used as a classifying property for a compound verb psych verb 

to define context where koɭ is allowed to be used to express local reflexivity, it must be the 

transitivity of the entire compound verb that must be considered and not the verbal component 

alone or the semantic contribution of the nominal component alone. Thus, the first category of 

verbs that disallow koɭ as a local reflexive in the root verb psych verbs has the same effect in the 

case of compound verb psych verbs.  
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The second category of verbs that disallows the use of koɭ to express local reflexivity in the case 

of root verb psych verbs is the category of verbs that by virtue of their meaning require the 

experiencer and the theme to have different references.  

Such a requirement is also evident in the case of compound verb psych verbs as seen in (34).  

(34) *Raman tann - e   poraamai - paɖu - tti - ko - nɖ -aan 

          Raman self - ACC  surprise - fall - asp - koɭ - TNS - S.SG.M 

          ’ Ramani caused selfi to be envious of selfi.’(Intended)  

The verb poraamaippaɖuttu (meaning ‘to cause someone to envy self’), although a transitive 

verb here, cannot take a theme that has the same reference as the agent, thus blocking the use of 

koɭ to express local reflexivity. 

Thus, the same pattern of occurrence of koɭ to express local reflexivity is observed in both root 

verb type and compound verb type of psych verbs in Tamil. This indicates that the 

morphological composition of the psych verb is not a factor in the compatibility of koɭ with 

psych verbs in strictly local reflexive constructions.  

3.2 Subject versus Object Experiencer  

Psych verbs can also be classified on the basis of whether the experiencer is the subject or the 

object. Consider the following constructions. 
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(35)  Raman   Krishnan - e   kuzhapp - in - aan 

         Raman.NOM  Krishnan - ACC  confuse - TNS - 3.SG.M  

         ‘Raman confused Krishnan.’  

(36)  Raman   Krishnan - e   veru - tt - aan  

          Raman.NOM  Krishnan - ACC  hate - TNS - 3.SG.M  

          ‘Raman hated Krishnan.’  

The verb kuzhappu, meaning ‘to confuse’ is an object experiencer psych verb as seen in (35) 

while the verb veru, meaning ‘to hate’ is a subject experiencer psych verb as seen in (36). 

Certain subject experiencer psych verbs are intransitive and as shown in the previous section, are 

semantically incompatible with the notion of local reflexivity and by extension the morpheme 

koɭ in the context of local reflexivity.  

Some subject experiencer psych verbs are compatible with koɭ in the context of local reflexivity, 

as seen in (37), while some aren’t, as seen in (38).  

(37)  Raman   tann-e taan-ee        madi -ccu - ko-nɖ -aan 

         Raman.NOM  self - ACC self - EMPH  esteem - ASP - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.M  

         ‘Raman esteemed himself.’  

(38)  *Raman-ukkutann -e  taan -ee                 aattiram- van -du -ko -nɖ -aan 

           Raman - DAT           SELF-ACC SELF-EMPH anger-come-ASP-koɭ- TNS - 3.SG.M  

           ‘Raman got angry at self.’ (Intended)  
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Thus, the subject experiencer versus object experiencer distinction cannot in isolation form the 

basis for accounting for the permissibility of koɭ.  

3.3 Aspectual character of the predicate  

Another basis for classification of psych verbs is the aspectual character of the predicate. Psych 

verbs in Tamil have been classified as either statives or eventives for the purposes of defining an 

environment for koɭ (Sundaresan 2012).  

Sundaresan (2012) proposes a perspectival analysis of binding, local or long-distance. Analysing 

the role of koɭ in local reflexivity, Sundaresan proposes that koɭ motivates the merge of an Aspres 

head (a resultative aspectual head) that is merged above a VoiceP. Consider (39) from 

Sundaresan (2016) that is proposed to have the structure in (40).  

(39) Kalpana tann -e kiɭ -i -ko -nɖ - aaɭ 

        Kalpana.NOM anaph - ACC pinch - ASP - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.F  

        ‘Kalpana pinched herself.’  
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(40)  

 

Sundaresan (2012) claims that potential perspective holders are either AGENTS or 

EXPERIENCERS, thus extending the analysis to binding in psych verb constructions. 

Sundaresan (2016) observes that koɭ is compatible with certain psych verbs but not with certain 

others. These two categories of psych verbs are differentiated based on the aspectual categories 
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stative and eventive. Consider the paradigms in (41) and (42) based on data in Sundaresan 

(2016).  

(41) Abinaya             tann - e              virumbu - gir - aaɭ /*virumb-i -koɭ-gir -aaɭ 

        Abinaya.NOM ANAPH - ACC  love - TNS - 3.SG.F /love -ASP -koɭ -TNS -3.SG.F  

        ‘Abinaya loves self.’  

(42) Raman            baya-nd -aan /baya-ndu -konɖ -aan 

        Raman.NOM fear - TNS - 3.SG.M / fear - ASP - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.M  

        ‘Raman got scared’  

In (41), virumbu, meaning ‘like’, is categorised a stative psych verb whereas in (42), baya, 

meaning ‘fear’, is categorised an eventive psych verb. The morpheme koɭ is compatible with 

virumbu, but not baya. This leads to an association of the compatibility of koɭ with different 

psych verbs with their aspectual characteristic of the predicate in Sundaresan (2012) . In other 

words, eventive psych verbs allow the presence of koɭ whereas koɭ with stative psych verbs is 

claimed to be ungrammatical or highly degraded at the least. The resultative aspect that is argued 

to be spelled out by koɭ is based on this data.  

 I argue that this interpretation of psych verbs does not capture the whole picture. The 

incompatibility of koɭ with virumbu need not necessarily be associated with the stative nature of 

the verb. As noted in (22) in §3.1, certain psych verbs are in- compatible with local reflexivity in 

general as they inherently require a disjointness in the reference of the experiencer and the 

theme. Consider (43).  
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(43) Raman tann - e taan - ee                        veru - ttu - konɖ -aan 

        Raman.NOM self - ACC self - EMPH  hate - ASP - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.M  

        ‘Ramani hated selfi.’  

The verb veru, meaning ‘hate’, a stative verb, does allow the presence of koɭ. In other words, the 

stative nature of the verb has no bearing on the permissibility of koɭ in a structure. This sentence 

will be incorrectly ruled out by the Sundaresan (2012) proposal. Further, the verb baya, meaning 

‘fear’ is intransitive in nature and therefore disallows a locally reflexive sentence. Thus, the 

sentence in (43) cannot be used to test the contribution of koɭ in local reflexive sentences, which 

is the focus of this paper.  

Sundaresan (2012) also notes the incompatibilty of koɭ with ’dative subject-taking’ psych verbs, 

as opposed to nominative subject-taking psych verbs which is along the lines of the data 

presented here. Under this analysis, the delineation of contexts is as in (44).  

(44) 

 

koɭ in a ’dative subject-taking’ stative psych verb is ruled out by virtue of it not spelling out a 

resultative aspect head. When it comes to ’dative subject-taking’ eventive psych verbs, the 
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’dative subject’ experiencer is assumed to be externally merged in the specifier position of a 

functional head projected in the CP complex, which is merged above the PerspP and 

asymmetrically c-commands the PerspP and is thus a potential antecedent for the anaphor 

contained in the PerspP. This analysis has the advantage of being independent of the aspectual 

properties of the psych verbs.  

While the ’dative subject-taking’ eventive psych verbs are analysed independent of the AspresP 

projection, the analyses for the other three types of psych verbs is heavily dependent on the 

viability of the AspresP projection and by extension, the aspectual properties of the verbs. Such an 

analysis is problematic for the data presented here.  

Thus, the data presented here argues for a ’dative subject’ versus nominative subject 

differentiation to define a grammatical context for koɭ along the lines of the data presented in 

section 2.  

However, consider (45)-(48).  

(45)  Raman  tann-e taan-ee    madi -ccu -konɖ - aan 

Raman  self - ACC self - EMPH  esteem - ASP - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.M  

‘Ramani esteemed selfi.’  

(46)  *Raman - ukku  tann - e tana - kk - ee   piɖi - ccu-ko -nɖ -adu 

Raman -DAT   self -ACC self -DAT-EMPH  like- PP - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.N  

‘Ramani liked selfi.’(Intended)  
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(47)  Raman         tann - e taan - ee   adisaya - ppaɖu - tti - konɖ - aan 

Raman self - ACC  self - EMPH   surprise - fall - TRANS - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.M  

‘Ramani surprised selfi.’  

(48) *Raman - ukku tan - mele tana - kk - ee koovam-vandu-ko -nɖ -adu 

Raman - DAT SELF - loc SELF - DAT - emph anger - come - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.N  

‘Ramani was angry at selfi.’(Intended)  

The verb madi, meaning ‘esteem’, a stative psych verb allows the use of koɭ (see (45)) whereas 

piɖi, meaning ‘like’, also a stative verb, does not allow the use of koɭ (see (46)). Similarly, the 

verb adisayappaɖuttu, an eventive verb meaning ‘to cause surprise’ allows the use of koɭ (see 

(47)) while the verb kovamvaa, also an eventive verb, meaning ‘to become angry’, does not 

allow the use of koɭ (see (48)). 

This indicates that the stativity or the eventivity of a psych verb cannot form the basis for the 

permissibility of koɭ in psych verb constructions in the context of local reflexivity.  

3.4 Argument Structure  

The subcategorisation possibilities for psych verbs in Tamil are enlisted in (49). 

(49)  a. NP.NOM V (see (50))  

         b. NP.NOM NP.ACC V (see (51))  

         c. NP.NOM NP.DAT V (see (52))  

         d. NP.DAT P[ NP.NOM] V (see (53))  
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         e. NP.NOM P[ NP.NOM]V (see (54))  

         f. NP.NOM NP.ACC[INANIMATE] V (see (55))  

(50)  Raman varund - in - aan  

         Raman grieve - TNS - 3.SG.M  

         ‘Raman grieved.’ 

(51)  Raman tann -e taan -ee    sittiravadai-sei- du-ko-nɖ-aan 

         Raman SELF - ACC SELF - EMPH  torture - do - ASP - koɭ- TNS - 3.SG.M  

          ’Ramani tortured selfi.’ 

(52)  Raman tana - kku taan - ee  avamaanam - unDaakk-i ko-nɖ-aan 

         Raman self - DAT self - EMPH humiliation - create - ASP - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.M  

         ‘Ramani caused selfi humiliation.’  

(53)  *Raman - ukku tann - e tana - kk - ee   piɖi - ccu -ko -nɖ -adu 

           Raman -DAT self -ACC self -DAT-EMPH  like- ASP - koɭ - TNS - 3.SG.N  

           ‘Ramani liked selfi.’(Intended)  

(54)  Raman tan - meele taan - ee paridaaba - ppa - ʈ - aan 

         Raman self-on self -EMPH pity -do - TNS - 3.SG.M  

         ‘Ramani pitied selfi.’  
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(55) Vaadyaar kaɳakku pareetshe - ye  sulabam - aakk - in -aar 

        teacher math exam - ACC   easy - make - TNS - 3.SG.M  

        ‘The teacher made the math exam easy.’  

Out of these six frames, (49a), exemplified in (50), is not relevant to this paper because 

intransitives are inherently in- compatible with co-argument binding, which is the hallmark of 

local reflexivity. (49f), depicted in (55), does not allow the use of koɭ. This is easily achieved by 

virtue of the feature composition of the anaphor as taan can only be anteceded by a third person, 

animate NP. ’Dative subject’-taking psych verbs as described in (49d) and depicted in (53), do 

not allow the use of koɭ in locally reflexive constructions. Psych verbs of the type (49b)-(49c) 

and (49e) depicted in (51)-(52), (54) allow the use of koɭ in local reflexives in the absence of any 

logical conflicts (verbs that require the experiencer and theme to be disjoint) or morphological 

concerns (compound verbs formed by the affixing the verbal element - koɭ to a nominal to form a 

psych verb).  

In other words, psych verbs that take a ’dative subject’ do not allow the use of koɭ in locally 

reflexive sentences while psych verbs that take a nominative subject do allow the use of koɭ in 

locally reflexive sentences. Thus, argument structure appears to be a reliable basis for an account 

of the use of koɭ to indicate local reflexivity.  

Lidz(1996) proposes that koɭ, which he labels a VERBAL REFLEXIVE MORPHEME or VRM, 

occurs in the presence of a specific argument structure representation. It proposes a MISMATCH 

HYPOTHESIS that is defined as follows:  

MISMATCH HYPOTHESIS:  
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THE VRM OCCURS ONLY WHEN THE LEFT-MOST ELEMENT IN THE 

ASPECTUAL DECOMPOSITION IS NOT LINKED TO ANY ELEMENT IN THE 

THEMATIC REPRESENTATION.  

Grimshaw (1990) distinguishes between two classes of psych verbs: the fear class (SUBJECT 

EXPERIENCER) and the frighten class (OBJECT EXPERIENCER). To account for the 

incompatibility of the reflexive clitic with the frighten class of psych verbs in Italian as noticed 

in Belletti and Rizzi (1988), Lidz (1996) proposes an analysis of the frighten type verbs that fits 

with the Mismatch Hypothesis. Consider the argument structure representation for the 

construction in (56) as given in (57).  

(56) *Gianni si preoccupa  

          Gianni REFL worries  

         ‘Gianni worries himself.’  

(57)  

 

 

 

In such a construction, the left-most element in the aspectual decomposition is linked and thus 

the VRM is correctly excluded. 

When analysing a Dravidian language such as Kannada, Lidz (2001) notes that koɭ, the VRM in 

Kannada is not allowed in Dative Experiencer Constructions such as (58).  
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(58) *Rashmi - ge tannu   ishta - aad - du - koɭ - utt - aaɭe 

          Rashmi - DAT self.NOM  liking - become - PP - koɭ - NPST - 3.SG.F  

          ‘Rashmii likes selfi.’ (Intended)  

Following Grimshaw (1990), since the Dative argument in this construction is interpreted as the 

location of the state ‘like’, it is represented in the thematic tier but not the aspectual tier. The 

predicate decomposition along the aspectual and thematic tiers for (58) will be as follows:  

(59)  

  

 

Thus, the VRM koɭ is correctly ruled out in the dative experiencer constructions within the 

parameters of the Mismatch Hypothesis. Stative constructions with nominative subjects do occur 

with koɭ. Consider (51) from Tirumalesh (1994) as cited in Lidz (2001).  

(60) Rashmi tann - annu   hachi - koɭ - utt - aaɭe 

        Rashmi.NOM self - ACC  be.fond.of - koɭ - npst - 3.SG.F  

        ‘Rashmi is fond of self.’  

To account for the grammaticality of (60) and the ungrammaticality of (58), Lidz (2001) 

distinguishes between nominative subject taking statives and ’dative subject taking’ statives by 

claiming that they have different aspectual decompositions. As mentioned above, the ’dative 
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subject’ in dative-subject taking statives are interpreted as the location of the state and therefore 

not represented in the aspectual tier, giving rise to the aspectual tier in (61).  

(61) [1 state] 

On the other hand, the nominative subject taking statives are interpreted as having two 

arguments where the higher argument is understood to be in some state with respect to the lower 

argument, giving rise to the linking for (60) as in (62).  

(62)   

 

Here, the left-most element in the aspectual tier is unlinked and therefore, the VRM is 

sanctioned. Thus, the permissibility of the VRM koɭ in nominative subject taking psych verb 

constructions is correctly predicted.  

Thus, the permissibility of koɭ in stative constructions is dependent on whether the subject is 

nominative or dative, as is borne out in the Tamil data presented in the Section 2 as well. 

However, the reason why some psych verbs take a nominative subject and some take a ’dative 

subject’ requires further analysis.  

This section laid out a descriptive analysis of the use of koɭ with psych verbs in the context of 

local reflexivity and demonstrated that argument structure is the basis on which to model the use 

of koɭ in locally reflexive constructions. It also made a preliminary analysis of the account for koɭ 
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in Lidz (1996) and explored its compatibility with the data presented here and found that while 

the Mismatch Hypothesis makes the right predictions regarding the data, it requires further 

development of the syntactic structure if it is to be viable within the Minimalist Program.  

 

4  Conclusion  

This paper shows that dative experiencer constructions and non-dative experiencer constructions 

pattern in a complementary manner in expressing strict local reflexivity. The morpheme koɭ is 

required to express strict local reflexivity in non- dative experiencer constructions whereas it is 

not required and is in fact not allowed in dative experiencer constructions. This paper explores 

further psych verb data and tests the viability of the following bases for being responsible for the 

grammaticality or ungrammaticality of koɭ in the local reflexive context.  

These are listed in (16), repeated in (63) below.  

(63) a. Morphological structure 

        b. Subject or Object Experiencer  

        c. Aspectual property of the predicate  

        d. Argument Structure  

 

Section 3 discussed data that argues that only a model that relies on the argument structure of the 

contentful verb such as the one in Lidz (1996) appears to capture the right generalization. Thus, 

the Lidz (1996) analysis or an independent analysis that makes similar predictions about the data 
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needs to be worked out in greater detail in order to arrive at an explanatorily adequate account 

for the obligatoriness of koɭ in non-dative experiencer constructions and its prohibition in dative 

experiencer constructions.  
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